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Chapter 1. URL Action Handling
Framework
Overview

Even though most modern web application frameworks go to great lengths to hide the context of the web
from the programmer and make writing a web application as natural as writing a desktop application, it
often cannot be avoided to also address the particularities of the web. One of these areas is dealing with
URLs. In spite of modern web technologies such as AJAX, which abstract away the request-response
model of the web, you will often want to handle URLs visited by the user directly. RoKlib assists you in
doing so in a structured, accurate and well maintainable way. It lets you define action handlers for every
URL that can be visited by the user. To these handlers you add action commands which will be executed
when a corresponding URL has been visited. These action handlers are arranged in a tree-like structure
which mimics the directory strucure of a website's URL structure.

Introduction
Before we talk about the classes making up the URL action handling framework of RoKlib, we take a look
at the general structure of URLs. We're doing this to gain a better understanding of how the library classes
work and why they are handling URLs in their particular way.

The general URL structure of a website is inherently hierarchical. A URL can be seen as an equivalent to a
file system path where the first part points to a specific directory and the last part selects one particular file
in that directory. We can outline the structure of a website similar to a file system. Let's take a contrived
website www.example.com as an example.


